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SUMMARY

A revolving permanent magnet type magnetic wheel called the "magnet wheel" is shown,

which has both functions of inductive repulsive-type magnetic levitation and thrust. The

characteristics of two types of the "tilt type magnet wheel" and the "partial overlap magnet wheel"

are studied respectively by using a test facility and three-dimensional numerical analysis. The

lift force, the thrust and the lateral force characteristics at standstill are shown versus revolving

speed, the mechanical clearance, the conductivity of conducting plate, the arrangement of magnets,

the volume of magnets, the tilt angle for the tilt type and the overlap factor for the partial overlap

type.

INTRODUCTION

There are many magnetic levitation or propulsion techniques. The author has proposed the

"magnet wheel" which is a kind of electromagnetic device with magnetic levitation and propulsion.

The magnet wheel produces a rotating magnetic field by mechanically rotating permanent magnets

with high coercivity. The induction repulsive-type magnetic lift force is produced by the rotating

flux linking to a conducting plate. Simultaneously with the lift force is produced the thrast from the

usually detrimental drag torque accompanying copper loss. The author has proposed two variations

called "tilt type magnet wheel" and "partial overlap type magnet wheel" respectively [1] [2].

Different from these types, a rotating motor type magnetic wheel has been also considered [3].

That is, a synchronous motor is constructed by the outer field-pole of permanent magnets which

rotates against the centrally fixed armature winding. With no magnetic shielding, part of the magnetic

flux on the outer pole is made to link with a normally placed conducting plate.

The proposed magnet wheel has a large weak point of mechanical rotation, but has the following

strong points in induction repulsive type magnetic levitation, which has a self-stability without a

complicated controller.

...... II.LL........... . H,uuta_ lalNci tulle ulall the weight of mover installed levitation and

propulsion device.

b. The useful thrust can be produced from the power required to produce the lift force.

c. The mechanical revolving method enables the operation free of poor power factor typical of

ac electromagnets.
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A small vehiclemodelwith four magnetwheelsof the "partial overlap type" has succeeded
in propulsion,levitationandguidancewithout anycontrol[4].

In this paper,the characteristicsof the magnet wheel at standstill are shown, which were

obtained by experimental study using a test facility [1] and theoretical study using three-dimensional

numerical analysis [5].

WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE MAGNET WHEEL

The magnet wheel is composed of a rotor with permanent magnets and a conducting plate.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 are simplified diagrams of the magnet wheel. The pole faces of the permanent

magnets are placed opposite to the conducting plate and are separated by an air gap. When the

magnets route, the magnetic field which links the conducting plate changes with time producing eddy
currents due to induced electromotive force (emf) in the conducting plate. The magnetomotive force
(mmf) due to the eddy current faces the magnetic poles of the permanent magnets. The mmf

cancels the magnetic flux which traverses from the magnets to the conducting plate, allowing a

repulsive levitation force between the magnet wheel and the conducting plate to be produced. In

general, a drag torque along the rotation direction will be produced, too. Due to this torque,

corresponding amounts of power loss cannot be avoided. To make effective use of the torque, two

types of magnet wheels are proposed.

Figure 1 shows the "tilt type magnet wheel", where the permanent magnet rotator (henceforth

referred to as "magnet wheel" unless otherwise stated) is inclined to the conducting plate such that

there is a varying air gap. Figure 2 shows the "partial overlap type magnet wheel", where the

magnet wheel is made to rotate near the edge of conducting plate, so that the rotation region of the

magnet wheel partially superimposesthe conducting plate. Both types attempt to produce an uneven

air gap magnetic flux density distribution in the rotating direction. This uneven distribution will

produce a linear force, that is the thrust.
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Fig. 1 The "tilt type magnet wheel".
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Fig.2 The "partial overlap type magnet wheel".
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DATA FOR TESTED WHEEL

Figure 3 shows the form and the dimensions of the tested magnet wheel. 40mm thick neodymium
permanent magnets with coercivity of 926kA/m (11,640Oe) and maximum energy product of
345kAT/m (43.3MGOe) are arranged in two poles on a circle of 60mm radius on the disk shaped
ferro-magnetic yoke. The magnetization of the permanent magnets is in the direction of the thickness.
The surface of the magnet poles is covered by thin non-magnetic stainless steel. This magnet wheel is

denoted by the name of MW-A. The following experimental results were obtained by using the test
facility installed with this magnet wheel [ 1].

Specification of permanent magnet

Type

Maximum energy product

Coercivity

Thickness

Neodymium type

(BH)max=345kAT/m

iH c -- 926kA/m

h M -- 40mm

Fig. 3 Dimension and arrangement of permanent magnets of the tested magnet wheel (Mw-A).

CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics of Magnetic Levitation Device of Induction Type

Characteristics at the state of parallel rotation are fundamental, in which the magnet wheel is

placed in a parallel condition opposite the conducting plate in the tilt type magnet wheel shown in

Figure 1. Numerical three-dimensional electromagnetic analysis [1][5] is used to check the
characteristics.

Rotating Speed Characteristics

Figure 4(a) shows the lift force versus rotating speed characteristics for 10mm-thick copper

plate (Cu) at mechanical clearance of g2 =15mm and 10mm-thick aluminum (alloy) plate (AI) at

g2=10mm respectively. The conductivity of copper and aluminum (alloy) are 5.27x107 S/m and

1.79 ×10 7 S/m respectively. The copper plate with small resistance gives larger lift force that is

saturated at a lower rotational speed compared with aluminum. The lift force for the aluminum plate is
in proportion to the rotational speed in this range. The rotational speed of 1,800 rpm is equivalent to
11.3 m/s in the tested wheel. Figure 4(b) shows the drag torque versus rotational speed characteristic
for the case of Figure 4(a). The maximum torque appears for the copper plate.
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Figure 5 shows the comparisonbetween the computedcharacteristicsfor copperplate and
aluminum platerespectivelyovera wide speedrange.The classicalskin effect is not consideredin
the calculationbecausethe thicknessof conductor is divided into only two layers.The saturated
valueof lift force is fixed independentlyof theresistanceof conductor,and therotationalspeedfor
saturation is proportionalto the resistanceof conductor,as shown in Figure 5(a).The maximum
drag torque is fixed independentlyof the resistance, andtherotationalspeedfor themaximum
torqueis in proportionto theresistance.This is thesamephenomenonastheproportionalshifting of
torquefor rotor resistancein arotatingtypeinductionmotor.

Figure6 showsthemeasuredlift forceperdriving powerof the magnetwheelwith respectto the
rotationalspeed. The valueof lift force per driving power is almost constantindependentof the
rotationalspeed,anddependentof theresistanceof theconductingplate.

Characteristics for Conductivity of Conducting Plate

Figure 7 shows the relation between the measured lift force per driving power and the surface

conductivity, that is the value of conductivity multiplied by the'thickness. Cu 10mm means the

10mm-thick conducting plate of copper. The surface conductivity of the 5mm-thick copper plate is

almost equal to that of 15mm-thick aluminum (alloy) plate, whose conductivity is 0.34 times as large

as that of copper. The lift force per driving power is almost proportional to the surface conductivity.
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Fig. 4 Measured lift force and drag torque characteristics compared with calculated values.
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Influence of Arrangement of Permanent Magnets

Various arrangements of permanent magnets are studied as a parameter for performance of the

magnet wheel. Figure 8 shows the five kinds of arrangements of experimental wheels. The MW-B

has an arrangement lacking a center magnet of pole of MW-A. The number of poles and the pole

pitch are equal to those of MW-A respectively. The total volume of permanent magnets of MW-B is
2/3 as much as the MW-A. The distribution in the direction of the circumference of the

magnetomotive force of magnets for MW-B includes a large spatial harmonic component. MW-C is a

four-pole arrangement using the magnets of MW-B. The volume of MW-C is equal to that of MW-B.

The pole pitch is half of that of MW-A or MW-B. In MW-D and MW-E the thickness of magnets is
20mm, half of that of MW-A. MW-B and MW-C. The number of poles and the pole pitch of MW-D are

equal to MW-C. The diameter of MW-E with two-poles is half of the others. The pole pitch of MW-E

is equal to that of MW-C or MW-D.

Figure 9 shows the relation between the magnitude of lift force and the total volume of

permanent magnets (PMs) for the magnet wheels, using measured values. The rotational speed is

fixed at 11.3m/s. The lift force varies as about the 4/3th power of the magnets volume. It seems that
the spatial harmonics of flux density of magnets are hardly effective to increase the lift force.

In order to study the influence of the space harmonics of flux distribution, the magnetomotive

force of permanent magnets in the direction of circumference is analyzed. The solid line of Figure

10 shows the distribution of magnetomotive force for Mw-A. Fm is the amplitude of the

magnetomotive force of the magnets. The dotted line represents the fundamental component of the
waveform of the solid line. Here the fundamental factor is defined as the ratio between F,, and the root

mean square (rms) value expressed by F1 of the fundamental waveform. That is
Fun

E'. / ]L" _/2

• _LLL_LCLLLA_LLLC_L L_L_LIJI . • _ I _ m

Fm

Figure 11 shows the relation between the fundamental factor and the lift force per total volume

of magnets of one magnet wheel, using measured values. The lift force is approximately

proportional to the fundamental factor independently of the resistance of conductor.
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Figure 12showstherelationbetweenthethicknessof magnetsin the directionof magnetization
andthe lift force.Herethenotationsof 2p, 4p and 6pmean2-pole,4-pole and6-polerespectively
undertheconditionthat theradiusat magnetplacementis fixed at 60ram.As themagnetwheelhas
largemagneticresistancein themagneticpath, the lift force is not saturatedevenfor thick magnets,
but the lift forcepervolumeof magnethasanextremevalueat somethickness.Thevalueof thickness
for themaximumlift force increasesasthepolepitch expressedby -r increases.

Mw-A Mw-B Mw-C Mw-D Mw-E

Fig.8 Nameof magnetwheelwith differentarrangementandsizeof magnet.
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Characteristics of the "Tilt Type Magnet Wheel"

Figure 13 shows the definition of symbols and parameters for the tilt type magnet wheel. The tilt

angle is expressed by _. The minimum mechanical clearance between the surface of the magnet

wheel and the surface of the conducting plate is expressed by g2,min •

Three Dimensional Force versus Rotational Speed

Figure 14 shows the lift force, the thrust and the lateral force with respect to the rotational speed

for the tilt type magnet wheel of MW-A at the condition that the tilt angle is 10 degree, the minimum

mechanical clearance is 10mm for 10mm-thick aluminum plate. It can be confirmed that thrust

is produced. The lateral force does not appear.

Instantaneous Forces for Revolving Angle Position

Figure 15 shows the instantaneous forces of tilt type magnet wheel which are calculated values.

The rotational angle means the mechanical angle that is equal to the electric angle in the case of

Mw-A with 2-pole. The pulsation appears in the lift force of magnet wheel.

Lift force FL

Thrust '-7 _-_ Revolving speed

_Lateral force

_g2_min I

*\d Copper o_raluminum plate

Fig. 13 Definition for the tilt type magnet
wheel.
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Fig. 14 Force-rotational speed curves for the

tilt type magnet wheel at _ = 10 degree.

Fig. 15 Fluctuation of forces
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Characteristics for Tilt Angle and Mechanical Clearance

Figure 16(a) and Figure 16(b) show the measured lift force and thrust with respect to the tilt

angle respectively for copper and aluminum plates. The minimum mechanical clearance and the

rotational speed are fixed at 10ram and 1,800 rpm respectively. The lift force decreases rapidly as the
tilt angle increases. The maximum thrust appears at a smaller tilt angle when resistance of conductor
is smaller.

Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b) show the measured lift force and thrust with respect to the

mechanical clearance. The tilt angle is fixed at 15 degrees. The large lift force is produced with a
small resistance of conductor and small mechanical clearance compared to the size of magnetic wheel.

The thrust characteristics do not differ very much with the resistance of conductor.
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Fig. 16 Tilt angle characteristics.
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Fig. 17 Mechanical clearance characteristics.

Characteristics for Five Arrangements of Magnets

Figure 18 shows the relation between the measured lift force per driving power and the tilt angle

for five magnet wheels shown in Figure 8. The lift force per driving power is independent of the tilt

angle and the arrangement of magnets.
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Figure 19showstherelationbetweenthe tilt angleand themeasuredtransformationfor thrust.
Thetransformationis definedastheratio of thetangentialforce-induceddrag torqueto thethrust.
Thethrusttransformationrateincreasesasthetilt angleincreases.Thefour-polewheelof MW-Chas
largertransformationratecomparedwith two-polewheelof MW-A.

Figure20 showsthelift forceand the thrustwith respectto thetotal volume of magnetsfor five
tilt type magnetwheelsrespectively.The tilt angleand the rotationalspeedarefixedat 10degree
and l l.3m/s respectively.Both lift force and thrust vary as about 4/3th power of the magnets
volumeaswell asthe lift forcecharacteristicsfor thestateof parallel rotationshownin Figure9.
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Fig. 20 Measured lift force and thrust for five tilt type magnet wheels.

Characteristics at the "Partial Overlap Type Magnet Wheel"

The directions of forces for the partial overlap type magnet wheel are defined

respectively as shown in Figure 21. The overlap area between the magnet wheel and the conducting

plate is an important parameter of the partial overlap type magnet wheel. In Figure 21, we let the

.......... • u_,_u wll. lt,l._.u_ll_.,tl_..,, [dUltk.,a _.llU'_ltl Off tLlk,,, ,._ltlauu_,'_.,u. lJuttlOll UC t.._I, dllld let tll_: UVtJIlitp al-_a

between $1 and the conductor region be $2 shown by the gray portion. Here the overlap factor is

defined as ky = $2/S1. At the case that the magnet wheel overlaps the conducting plate completely,

ky = 1.0.
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Three Dimensional Forces versus Revolving Speed

Figure 22 shows the measured lilt force, thrust and lateral force with respect to the rotational

speed for the overlap type magnet wheel of MW-A for the condition that the overlap factor is 0.66,
mechanical clearance is 15mm for 10mm-thick aluminum plate. It can be confirmed that thrust and the
lateral force are produced together with lift force. The lateral force acts in the direction away from
conducting plate.

Thrust F_

Lift force_ Lateral force

Conducting plate v

Fig. 21 Definition of direction of forces

and the overlap factor ky.

2ool ,1,0ram ....
_ ky=0.66 Ft........

_ _"" g2=,5mm -

8 t.'.,"8 xoo r,

__ O_

-100
0 1000 2000

PM revolving speed N(rpm)

Fig. 22 Measured force-revolving speed curves

for the partial overlap type magnet wheel.

Instantaneous Forces for Revolving Angle Position

Figure 23 shows the instantaneous forces of the overlap type magnet wheel with respect to the

position of revolving angle at the conditions that the overlap factor is 0.66, mechanical clearance

15ram, rotational speed 1,800rpm for 10mm-thick aluminum plate. The pulsation appears in the lift

force and the lateral force. Although the pulsation is relatively large, there will be no problem in the

high-speed rotation over 3,000 rpm corresponding to 100 Hz for two-pole wheel.

Characteristics for Overlap Factor and Mechanical Clearance

Figure 24 shows the lift force, the thrust and the lateral force with respect to the overlap factor at

the condition that mechanical clearance is 15mm, rotational speed 1,800rpm for a 10ram-thick

aluminum plate. The lift force decreases as the overlap factor decreases. The thrust and the lateral

force have extreme values depending on the ,arrangement of magnets and overlap factor

respectively.

Figure 25(a) and Figure 25(b) show the measured lift force and thrust with respect to the

mechanical clearance. The overlap factor is fixed at 0.66 which gives almost maximum thrust with

relative large lift force. Although the lift force depends largely on the resistance of conductor at

the same mechanical clearance, the thrust is less dependent.
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Characteristics for Five Arrangements of Magnets

Figure 26 shows the relation between the measured lift force per driving power and the overlap
factor for five magnet wheels shown in Figure 8. Although there is some scatter in the measured

values with small overlap factor of 0.7 or less, the lift force per driving power is almost

independent on the overlap factor and the arrangement of magnets.

Figure 27 shows the relation between the transformation rate for thrust and the overlap factor.

The transformation rate at the overlap factor of 0.66 is about 0.5, this means that the wasteful drag

torque is about 50% utilized for the thrust. There is a little difference for the arrangement of

magnets.

Figure 28 shows the lift force and the thrust with respect to the total volume of magnets for five

partial overlap type magnet wheels respectively. The overlap factor, the mechanical clearance and

the revolving speed are fixed at 0.66, 15mm and ll.3m/s respectively. Both lift force and the thrust

vary as about 4/3 power of the magnets volume as well as the lift force characteristics for the state

of parallel rotation shown in Figure 9.
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Fig. 28 Measured lift force and thrust for five partial overlap type magnet wheels.

CONCLUSIONS

The following characteristics of the magnet wheel were established;

1. The lift force per driving power doesn't change regardless of the extraction of thrust.

2. The lift force per driving power is approximately proportional to surface conductivity of

conducting plate, which is defined as the value of the conductivity multiplied by the thickness.

3. The lift force per magnets volume is approximately proportional to the fundamental factor of

mmf distribution of magnet poles. That is, the space harmonics are hardly effective to increase the

lift force without increase of power loss.

4. The lift force and thrust are proportional respectively to about 4/3th power of magnets volume.
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